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SERVICE BODY
OPTIONS



KNAPHEIDE
SERVICE BODIES
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Since 1848,The Knapheide 
Manufacturing Company 
has continued to be an 
industry leader, with a vast 

distribution network and expert staff ready to help.

The Knapheide Manufacturing Company
1848 Westphalia Strasse | Quincy, Illinois 62305

Specifications subject to change without notice.
Some models shown with optional equipment.

www.knapheide.com

knapheide@knapheide.com

(217) 222-7131

POWER LOCKS enhance security and increase efficiency with 
one push of a button to lock or unlock all compartments.

 Integration with the chassis keyless entry key system (if
 equipped) allows for both body and cab to be operated with
 the chassis key fob.

 Audible signals inform the user when compartments lock,
 unlock, or if a compartment door is open and unsecured
 while attempting to lock.

ORGANIZATION
SORTIMO results in increased efficiency and productivity on the 
jobsite.

 A strong, yet lightweight design, provides easy mobility and an
 overall tough storage solution.

 A properly organized truck results in less inventory, and more
 available payload storage.

 All boxes snap into tracks and slide easily in and out of side
 compartments like drawers.

 Sortimo has a variety of available storage boxes and
 compartment layouts to meet a wide array of vocational needs.

Our MASTER LOCKING SYSTEM allows you to lock all 
components on one side of your Service Body with a single move.

 The Master Locking System operates independently of your
 key locks for an extra layer of security.

 Add codable padlocks for added convenience. Simply put your 
 vehicle ignition key into the cylinder and turn. The padlock
 learns your vehicle ignition key code and eliminates the need
 to carry both ignition key and padlock key.

PRODUCTIVITY
KNAPHEIDE UTILITY RACK allows you to increase the storage 
and functionality of any Service Body.

 The versatile design allows for functionality that traditional
 material racks do not. The raised crossmembers allow loading
 by a forklift from either side. The rear crossmember swings
 and stows away,while the center section(s) remove and stow
 over cab for loading taller items.

LED COMPARTMENT LIGHTING increases your productivity 
while working in low light conditions.

 Our light strips are made of rigid plastic in order to withstand
 jobsite abuse.

 Door activated switches automatically turn the compartment
 LED lighting on when the door is open and off when the door
 is closed.

S-Boxx M-Boxx L-Boxx T-Boxx

With a rugged steel construction and 
external storage for your tools and 
equipment, the Standard Service Body 
is a key component in your day-to-day 
productivity.

The external compartments offer 
protection from the outside elements 
and allow the technician to access their 
equipment without having to climb into the 
truck bed.

Staying organized both on and between 
job sites is important. Get maximum 
efficiency with a Knapheide Service Body.


